
INSTRUCTIONS for the 2020 Virtual Cuyahoga FallsQuest 

Simple rules:   

A.  Using ONLY Google Street  View and the map download, answer the following questions.   

B.  Email your numbered list of answers to bob@neooc.com 

Be sure to include your name and address. 

PRIZES!!!   The first five persons to send correct answers will receive a “muff” from the 2019 Python Adventure 

Race.  A picture of this wonderful  piece of athletic wear can be seen on the Python page on our website. 

Hints for Street View: 

>  You can use open Google Map or Google Earth to use Street View.   

>  Move back and forth on the street to view from different angles.   

>  The mouse thumb wheel will zoom in Google Maps.  Google Earth zooms using a vertical slider at the right side 

of the Street View image.   After clicking “Exit Street View” in Google Earth, click the R key to reorient the map. 

 

1.  How many legs does the water tower have? 

2.  What color is the bike at the base of the sign pole? 

3.  What unusual building material was used for the children’s bench? 

4.  What is parked at the cemetery entrance? 

5.  What do you see on the north side of the road? 

6.  What do you see on the west side of the road? 

7.  What is the price for diesel  fuel on the day this pic was taken? 

8.  What is parked under the word “HEALTH?” 

9.  What animal rests in the NW corner of the park? 

10.  What is the chainsaw carving? 

11.  What is the chainsaw carving? 

12.  What is the most north store in this little plaza? 

13.  What color is the tube slide? 

14.  How many wooden fence posts do you see along the sidewalk at the SE corner of the park? 
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